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able I. er’s three altermtive interpretations to the tasks reported 
rtsch (I 988) 

Tasks 

--- 

Standard Belief 
Not Belief 
Not-Own Belief 
Changed Belief 
Inferred Belief 

Discrepant Belief 
Explicit False Belief 

Associational Reality 
interpretation interpretation 

Thinking-of 
interpretation 

Ya Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Yb Y Y 
Y Y 
Y 
*i Y 
A’ A .iiL 

aA Y means that, yes, the alternati! e interpretation listed can account for chiidren’s responses 
on a task. 

bin this task it is not cieal ~IUW ;hc ,.- -ssciationai interoretation would apply. Because the 
character is ascribed two opposite beliefs, it might be expected that these two opposiq associ- 
ations would yield random responding. To be conservative, however. we have credited the 
associational interpretation with a Y in this case. 

‘An A means that the interpretation would ap@y but its application does not account for 
children’s responses. For example, as Perner admits (on p. 3) the belief statement (e.g., “Jarne 
thinks her kitten is in the kitchen”) in the Explicit False Belief task could create decisit-le 
associations; however. children’s responses do not foilow that pattern. Similarly, that belief 
statement could certainly be interpreted in a thinking-of manner, thereby creating a decisive 
preferznce. but that is not how children respond. 



the child to exp”lain ihis (“ e is doing that?" j. This method 

understanding only desires and references, not beliefs . . . For exa pie, perhaps 

I;i*heii children hard “Fred thif_l p tbmq5 afg crily mzoir ma&arc in &. f&J<. and p_’ ____ _ ___-_ ___ 

ey interpreted ent to mean something like “ 
and not the shelf”, accordingiy and correctly. 

an, 1989,p. 9 
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ntrast, our proposal - the belief proposal - 

atements provide the child with informa- 

al accounts for children’s 
t the correct alternative, even one 

statement as spe 

aracter’s action. 

ts as statements 0 

relevant and irrelevant 
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